
First I would like to thank Tatyana Polenova and the organizers of the ENC for 

inviting me to give this talk. 

One of the reasons I got into the field of nmr was this guy, my undergrad prof 

Octavius Pascual at the University of the Philippines who had just got back from 

a Ph.D. in the US in 1955 and told me about many wondrous things, but in 

particular he said, there is a new spectroscopy called nuclear magnetic 

resonance and it is very powerful and will change the way we do chemistry.  

 

In preparing this talk, looking back on a career lifetime,  I asked myself,  what 

drives me?  We are extremely lucky individuals:  as researchers we get to 

choose what we do, how we do it, and what objectives we define for 

ourselves for the systems we work on.  I guess I was hooked on NMR 

parameters from the very beginning: chemical shifts, coupling constants, spin 

lattice relaxation. I didn’t start out by stating my philosophy, but it turns out that I 

liked to do things a certain way and liked Physical Chemistry for that reason. So 

let me make my excuses for my way of doing things. 
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The model system may not be interesting as a practical system (real life) but a 

correct interpretation of a model system can be extrapolated to more complex 

systems by introducing additional variables one at a time, rather than studying a 

practical system with an unknown number of variables conflated into the 

measured quantity. 
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For decades Nancy True and our lab were the only ones doing gas phase NMR. 
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I was always interested in getting some understanding that applies in general, 

otherwise how would you know that you have the right explanation, if it may 

apply only to one system. 
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Herb Gutowsky was the first to apply the nuclear magnetic resonance method 

to chemical research. His experimental and theoretical work on the chemical 

shift effect and its relation to molecular structure has provided the chemist with 

working tools to study molecular conformation and molecular interactions in 

solutions. Gutowsky´s pioneering work on the spin-spin coupling effect 

developed this phenomenon into a 'finger print' method for the identification and 

characterization of organic compounds. He was also the first to observe the 

effect of dynamic processes on the lineshape of high resolution nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectra, and exploited it for the studies of hindered rotation 

in molecules.  

So let me take you along my journey as I grew up from being a fresh BS in 

Chemistry from the University of the Philippines, with the hope that I may leave 

you with some understanding of chemical shifts and coupling constants.  
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The only calculations available at the time was by Martin Karplus for the H-C-C-

H fragment (M. Karplus, Contact electron–spin coupling of nuclear magnetic 

moments. J. Chem. Phys., 1959, 30, 11–15, the famed ‘Karplus equation” This 

is a citation classic (as last recorded in 1961-1972)  M. Karplus,  Vicinal proton 

coupling in nuclear magnetic resonance. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1963, 85, 2870–

2871.  3J(HCCH) = Acos2ϕ+Bcosϕ+C, ϕ= dihedral angle ) and the H-C-H 

fragment led to positive values. Apparently, in 1958, while Martin Karplus was in 

the process of completing his seminal 1959 paper on the theoretical 

dependence of vicinal NMR coupling constants on the dihedral angle of the 

coupled protons, he attended a lecture by the late Raymond Lemieux at the 

University of Illinois in May, 1958 and recognized that Lemieux’s new 

experimental data for such couplings in carbohydrates and cyclohexenes fitted 

his theoretical results very well. It was not long before a number of other sugar 

chemists started exploiting this angular dependence of coupling constants in 

the conformational and configurational analysis of carbohydrates and their 

derivatives, and the Karplus equation has found wide acceptance and utility 

throughout organic and inorganic chemistry not only for HCCH. 
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To test these calculations: No hetero atoms (avoid electronegativity differences, 

ionic character, effects of lone pairs). No motional averaging:  A clear-cut case, 

dihedral angles rigidly locked in and known, to test H-C-H and H-C-C-H 

fragment calculations. I obtained the proton spectrum in two fields. We 

happened to have the only computer code for  6 spins (1/2) nmr spectrum 

calculations written by Ginevra Belford for the ILIAC I which I used to get an 

unequivocal match to the experimental spectra. 
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Herb sat on my manuscript for a long time because he did not believe my 

results were unequivocal, until he and Dave Grant did a paper on a 

comprehensive analysis of AA’BB’ to A2X2 systems themselves.  
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Is this a different type of chemical bond unlike other covalent bonds? NMR to 

the rescue at Union Carbide Research Institute (those were the days) Varian 

high-resolution ensemble, with fixed frequencies of 56.44 and 15.00 Mcy/sec 

and 10-mm non-spinning probe inserts. F-19 spectrum symmetrically split by F 

coupling to 129 Xe about a stronger center line (all other Xe isotopes) which is 

shifted 175.0+-1.5 ppm downfield from the solvent (anhydrous HF); the field-

independent splitting between the outer lines is 3860+-20 cy/sec. Perturbations 

of the doublet lines when a second radiofrequency is introduced in the vicinity of 

the Xe-129 resonance frequency. From such experiments we can infer the 

presence of four fluorine atoms in the molecule and calculate a Xe-129 

chemical shift of about -5800 ppm from atomic xenon. This Herb Gutowsky 

learned from Tom Brown before it was known to others. Tom had worked with 

Herb on T depenedence of spin relaxation in aq. solns of paramagnetic ions. 
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Gutowsky gave me this challenge before the paper came out in Science and 

this is what I said. Then I got married and left Urbana-Champaign to join my 

husband in NJ. I already had 4 papers on coupling constants, but I needed to 

write a thesis. Gutowsky made it clear that I need to write it on something other 

than the 4 papers already published.  
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Only these 19 nuclei had been observed plus transition metal nuclei Pt, Co 
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The observed chemical shift ranges of these nuclei plotted against atomic 

number looked like there might be a trend across the row, and an amplification 

of this trend with increasing row number. But, the data was pretty sparse at high 

Z. 
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Norman F. Ramsey Nobel Prize in 1989 for his work on the hydrogen maser 

and the atomic clock.  But for NMR he developed the first successful theory of 

chemical shifts and spin spin coupling Ramsey’s most cited paper:  Magnetic 

Shielding of Nuclei in Molecules. Phys. Rev. 78, 699 (1950). Later followed by 

Chemical Effects in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and in Diamagnetic 

Susceptibility. Phys. Rev. 86, 243 (1952). “The primary reason that the paper 

has become one of the most cited is that it provides the fundamental theoretical 

basis for all later work on nuclear magnetic shielding and on the chemical shifts 

of NMR that have made NMR such a powerful tool for analysis in chemistry, 

physics, and biology .” 
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I figured I could not explain why the Xe chemical shifts were so large unless I 

can also with the same formulation explain the magnitudes of the chemical 

shifts for the rest of the Periodic Table 

So I stared at the Ramsey equations and tried to figure out how to meet 

Gutowsky’s challenge. Centered on the nucleus in question, the diamagnetic 

part in molecules needed only a small correction to the atomic shielding, 

because the greatest contributions to the diamagnetic part come from the core. 

This meant to me that from one molecule to another, only a small part of the 

differences in nuclear magnetic shielding can come from the diamagnetic part. 

Larger changes are expected in the paramagnetic part; therefore this is what I 

stared at.  
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The angular momentum operators work only on the angular parts of the 

wavefunctions, and I evaluated all the possible integrals between p and d 

atomic orbitals that would be needed. But there was a rNi
-3 operator that worked 

on the radial parts of the wavefunctions and actually, the excited states would 

have to be summed over. Naively I thought that a very simplified result could 

arise if there is a dominant low-lying excited state or if the low-lying excited 

states that dominate the contributions have nearly the same energy so I could 

use an average energy approximation. At this time Karplus had already 

suggested the use of the ‘mean energy approximation’ for J calculations J. 

Chem. Phys. 33, 941-942 (1960). Another naïve idea was that once I invoke the 

average energy approximation the integration over the radial parts that I would 

need would involve only those functions which provide non-vanishing angular 

momentum integrals, that is, the p and d orbitals, and I could carry out a 

complete calculation using the coefficients of the atomic orbitals in the MOs.  It 

is these coefficients that that from one molecule to another, but all integrations 

over the radial and angular parts will be over the constituent atomic orbitals.  

Once I made the average energy approximation leap, everything becomes in 

terms of atomic integrals rNi
-3  and  atomic angular momentum integrals 

0LxqqLx0 and the LCAO coefficients. Karplus (at this time already at 

Columbia University) and TP Das had already evaluated these integrals over 

the p orbitals and published a formulation using LCAO coefficients to consider  
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F-19 chemical shifts in fluorobenzenes using ideas of ionic character, 

hybridization and bond order to interpret the observed shifts. J. Chem. Phys. 34, 

1683 (1961). I needed to extend my formulation to d orbitals to include the 

observed nuclei. 
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 I just needed to find an atomic observable that would provide me with these 

rNi
-3 values for all atoms in the Periodic Table.   
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The values are from Barnes and Smith 1954  taken from observed spin-orbit 

splittings in the atomic spectrum using Russell-Saunders L-S coupling, and I 

calculated others using j-j coupling where that applies.  I discovered the Barnes 

and Smith paper accidentally while browsing Phys. Rev. in the library at 

Columbia University. 
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So I did the calculations of the angular momentum integrals and wrote out the 

equations and my dissertation and my husband typed it and I sent it to Herb 

“Theoretical Calculations of Chemical Shifts in NMR. Application to the Xenon 

Fluorides” . I also wrote out the 2 papers for JCP this is the first one and the 

second was “II. The xenon fluorides.” His first question was: Is Keith still 

speaking to you?  
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I am sure there are recent additions to this compilation in 1987, but this was 

good enough to show that my ideas were sensible and useful. 
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In the same paper, Gutowsky added this prediction.  
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F-19 has the most other atom types to which it bonds so I made these 

calculations and collected the data in 1987 to make a good test of the 

predictions we made in 1964.  
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I ran into the Hunt and Carr paper of 1963 accidentally while browsing in the 

library at Columbia U. and I thought, that is a large Xe intermolecular shift with 

density. To the graduate students in the audience: Notice how serendipity plays 

a role in the doing of science; especially for a prepared mind. I told my brand 

new husband Keith Jameson (at that time working for Esso in NJ) about it. This 

work by Carr started Keith and myself on our career-long journey using Xe atom 
as a probe. 
Later, E. Kanegsberg, B. Pass, and H. Y. Carr, Phys. Rev. Lett. 23, 572 

September 1969  measured the temperature dependence of the shift per unit 

density in the low-density limit.  
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So when my husband and I came back to the US to look for academic jobs after 

a 2 year stay in the Philippines to satisfy the conditions of my Fulbright 

exchange visa as a graduate student, we decided this was an interesting 

subject to work on.    
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Buckingham and Pople had already established that for non-ideal gases, 

molecular electronic properties could be written in terms of an expansion   = 

0(T) + 1(T) + 2(T)2 + 3(T)3  +… 

Where, for a spherical system such as Xe  

1(T) = 42  {(R) - ()} exp [V(R)/kT] 
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Our data in 1975 merges well with 2005 data using hyperpolarized Xe. 
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We see from ADB and Pople that we need to calculate the shielding surface 

(R) and supply V(R) to be able to reproduce the experimental density 

coefficient of the chemical shift 
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By 2003 the best available Xe-Rg potential functions were quite accurate, 

capable of reproducing even the vibrational spacings of the van der Waals 

complex. Analysis of the integral finds that the greatest sliver of intermolecular 

shielding contribution to the density coefficient comes from the region close to 

1.08 r0 with the bulk of the integral coming from the region (0.92-1.3)r0 for 

all rare gas pairs. What this means is that the potential function has to have 

the right r0 and behave correctly in the range 0.92-1.3r0.in order to be able to 

interpret accurately the density coefficients. 
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J. Chem. Phys. 127, 164313 (2007) Vaara et al. Uncorrelated 4-component 

DHF is corrected with (a) non-relativistic correlation effects at the highest level 

and  then (b) the cross-coupling between electron correlation and relativity is 

introduced using perturbation theory.   
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 We also looked at Xe interacting other small molecules. 
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Xe response from CH4 is about the same and indeed a bit more deshielding 

only at much shorter distances, but the potential function of Xe-CF4 keeps Xe 

from sampling the same regions as Xe-CH4. It is just as important to know what 

the probabilities are of finding Xe at close distances, as it is to know how large 

is the shielding response.   
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When we started looking at other nuclei than Xe in the gas phase, we 

discovered that when we extrapolated to zero density as we do in Xe, the 

chemical shift of the 19F, 13C, 15N, 31P, whatever we looked at in the gas, 

gave a changing intercept with temperature. After thinking about it a while we 

decided it must have something to do with the shielding being a function of 

internal coordinates of a molecule and at various temperatures, the rovibrational 

average chemical shift is different because the vibrational functions weight 

different parts of the shielding function.  
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Of course. Like anything else, David Buckingham had been there before us. He 

had already thought of a temperature dependent chemical shifts for an isolated 

molecule in JCP 36, 3096 (1962).  
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We derived the average shielding as a function of temperature, and find the 

<q>T and <q2>T in terms of quantities that are known from accurate analysis of 

high-resolution rotational and vibrational spectra of the molecules. We have 

products of mass and temperature independent electronic factors and 

mass and temperature dependent dynamic factors.  Anharmonicity and 

centrifugal stretching have important roles in <q>T . We measured a large 

number of temperature dependent chemical shifts in the isolated molecule in 

the gas phase, including many polyatomic molecules.  The quantities that 

determine whether the chemical shift in the isolated molecule increased or 

decreased with increasing temperature: (/Ri)e is a property of the shielding 

surface. 
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The electronic factor: The shielding function for H2
+ is accurately known from 

the work of Roger A. Hegstrom [Phys. Rev. A 19, 17  (1979)] because it is a 

one-electron system.   The other functions we calculated ourselves. Note that 

the change with bond stretching is opposite sign for Na than for H in H2
+. My 

student Angel de Dios did all the calculations J Chem Phys 98, 2208-2217 

(1993). The change in sign was already noted by Chesnut, who calculated only 

the first derivatives at Re for various binary diatomics and had no good 

explanation. THE SHAPE OF THE SHIELDING SURFACE IS THE SAME, only 

the location of Re is different. 
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Electronic factor scales with <a0
3/r3>   . Again <1/r3> ! and polarizability 
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Electronic factor: Proceeding across a row of the Periodic table, at Re we find 

the first derivative of the shielding to behave in this way, and the successive 

rows below do scale to the first long row according to the atomic values 

a0
3/r3atomic   with scaling of Re as well.  
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(electronic factor)(dynamic factor)  Protons in green undergo greater 

excursions away from equilibrium than the heavier deuterium. Using these 

vibrational functions to carry out the averages, we find the sign of the isotope 

shift and also the additive nature of the isotope shift.    
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Isotope shifts are the product of two parts: a mass-independent electronic factor 

(shielding derivatives) and a mass-dependent dynamic factor.  Mass-

dependent dynamic factor: We were able to show that the isotope shift upon 

substitution of m with m’ is proportional to (m’-m)/m’ where in the case of Se-

induced  F-19 shifts, m’ can be 74 or 76 or 78 or 80 or 82 in comparison to Se-

77 which is spin ½ and gives the doublet 1420 Hz apart. The center peak is 

shown here with well resolved isotope shifts. The mass-dependence of the 

isotope shifts arise from the mass dependence of the averages of the bond 

displacement and the mean square displacement. We measured and calculated 

many isotope shifts including  [Nb(12C16O)6-n(13CO)n]
-  and   [Nb(12C16O)6-

n(C18O)n]
-   ions, in which case we had to derive the general M(XY)6 vibrational 

coordinates and determine the vibrational functions and find the mass-

dependent frequencies.  Vibrational frequencies enter into the calculation in the 

form of cosh functions.  
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We have the explicit mass-dependence, we just need anharmonic force 

constants. Everything good happened in early 1960s!  Herschbach (then a 

young Asst Prof. at Harvard) and Laurie found that quadratic, cubic, and quartic 

vibrational force constants for diatomic molecules are approximately 

exponential functions of internuclear distance, described by a family of curves 

which are determined by the location of the bonded atoms in rows of the 

Periodic Table. And they provided the best fit parameters for these (-1)n Fn = 10 

– {(re-an)/bn} 
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 D is {re – a3/b3 – [3(re-a2)]/[2b2] Test of using H&L parms an and bn against 

actually calculating correct r from spectroscopic constants for diatomic 

molecules and for a set of polyatomic molecules using the best available force 

fields. H&L rock! Therefore could give reduced isotope shifts (masses not 

included) for entire Periodic Table. When our undergraduates invited Dudley 

Herschbach to UIC to give a talk, he graciously accepted. When we met, he 

said he liked very much that I could do something useful with that little exercise 

he and his pal from grad student days did in 1961.  
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Using a simple model I worked out the mass dependence, the highlighted factor 

is later found to be quite general. 
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At this time we were busy with isotope shifts, temperature dependence for 

isolated molecules, and then spin relaxation in the gas phase for a few years 

and calculations of intermolecular shielding. We had paid no attention to the 

body of work where Xe is introduced to all types of porous solids starting from 

1982, except that we tried to do a few simple things with large internal surfaces 

like silica gel and quickly decided that was not sufficiently interesting to do 

because interpretation was a mess, ill defined systems, too many variables, not 

my style. In fact, I did not look into it until Rex Gerald came to grad school at 

UIC in Fall 1988.  Samant et al. paper came out in June 1988, Rex got 

interested in working on zeolites because he had been at Amoco with Joe Ray 

and Mike Munowitz. When I saw the multiple peaks I was hooked. Here was 

something that could possibly be interpreted. And we understood Xe-other 

intermolecular shifts. We were well into it when I went to NSF in Fall 1990. But 

like anything else, we do not want to publish until we already understand our 

system.  
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We scrupulously eliminated O2 from our samples because we had already 

done Xe in O2 chemical shifts in 1975  and knew how large and T-dependent 

that was. We also made sure we had very good zeolite because we wanted no 

problems with impurities in the solid (any bit of Ca causes the cages to be no 

longer identical). We were doing a quantitative determination of the distributions 

and chemical shifts at different temperatures. At this point Feb 1991, Alex Pines 

published a Phys. Rev. Lett. [B. F. Chmelka, D. Raftery, A. V. McCormick, L. C. 

de Menorval, R. D. Levine and A. Pines, Phys. Rev. Lett., 1991, 66, 580.] We 

did not even know Alex was working on Xe let alone zeolites! Rex was 

devastated to have been scooped.  I said, Rex, if you are going to be scooped, 

it might as well be by Alex Pines and in Phys. Rev. Letters. We did the first 

systematic study of T dependence of the distribution and also the chemical 

shifts, we did several Xe loadings and observed as many as 8 in a cage, we 

presented our results in a poster at Amoco in October 1991 and finally 

published in 1992.  We showed that various simple models suggested by the 

Pines paper did not fit well enough the distribution that we observed.   
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It was not till March 1993 that we could present in 2 conferences a quantitative 

interpretation of our results by using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations, 

and published in April 1994. I thought the easiest way for me to learn how to do 

that for our system was to visit John Rowlinson. In 1989, John Rowlinson and 

GB Woods published computer simulations of fluids in zeolites X and Y, in 

which they used GCMC. I wrote to him out of the blue and asked if I could work 

with his grad student and learn how to do these types of simulations. He was 

going to retire and the student was going to graduate by the summer of 1993, 

so I had to come earlier, if possible. So I spent all of December 1992 (between 

semesters) in Oxford and wrote my code and ran it. I knew I could not use LJ 

potentials which everyone was using for Xe, so it was fortunate that in Oxford 

was E. Brian Smith who told me about the Maitland-Smith potential that did not 

cost more time than LJ. I came back again in March 1993 to attend a 

conference honoring Rowlinson and it was lucky I did because the graduate 

student was simulating mixtures of methane and nitrogen and I was already 

thinking that we could do studies of competitive adsorption.  Of course, we 

needed shielding surfaces and we could not do Xe calculations at that time, so 

we were doing Ar and scaling to Xe. NMR people were having fun with us, they 

said Cynthia is the only one doing Ar NMR. For the shielding function of Ar in 

zeolite cage, we had to do fragments of the cage and approach the Ar along 

trajectories in various directions perpendicular to the different types of 
aluminosilicate rings. We scaled Ar-Ar to Xe-Xe, which we had already tested  



against our gas phase work. Angel had already shown in 1992  the additivity of 

Ar shielding in Ar3 linear and triangular, so I took the leap of faith and made the 

additivity assumption: at any one position, a Xe nucleus has a total isotropic 

shielding that could be found by summing together the shielding contributions 
from various cage atoms and other Xe atoms in the same cage.  
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So, from the 129Xe NMR spectrum we not only can obtain the average 

chemical shift of n Xe atoms in a cage, we can also get from the relative 

intensities the fraction of cages that have exactly n Xe atoms as well as <n>,  

the average number of Xe atoms within the zeolite. And because we calibrated 

our volume and counted out our number of Xe atoms in making the sealed 

sample, we could also find the Xe density in the overhead bulk gas, even when 

we can not see the gas peak. Thus, we have the experimental adsorption 

isotherm of Xe via NMR. The experimental chemical shift of n Xe atoms in a 

cage can be used to test the chemical shift calculations that are found in our 

GCMC simulations. Agreement means that our GCMC is providing the correct 

one and two-body distribution functions for Xe in the cage.  
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We get as detailed a description of competitive adsorption as is possible. In this 

case we can see the chemical shifts and the distributions for 2 Xe + 1Kr, 1Xe 

and 1Kr, etc. in a cage. 
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Where the other molecule is free to move from one cage to another, we still get 

a detailed picture of competitive adsorption. For any mole fractions in the 

overhead gas, we can get from Xe shifts alone, the <m>, average number of Ar 

atoms in the same cage as n Xe atoms! Again the relative intensities provide us 

with the distribution of Xe among the cages. 



Water crystallizes around Xe atoms as templates. Two of the clathrate hydrates 

are shown here. Structure I and Structure two. Each has small and large cages. 
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To represent the clathrate crystals in the computer is not trivial, particular 

attention has to be paid to the disorder of the H atoms and still follow the ice 

rules. We did a very large number of calculations of Xe at various positions in 

the small and also the larger cage in the clathrate. 
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Now we need to get XX ab initio for each Xe position in the cage 
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At a specific position in the cage the ab initio  tensor of Xe is mathematically 

expressed as a summation of these four functions over all O and all H atoms in 

the system. 
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Beyond these, we also reproduced tensors for several other clathrate hydrate 

structures (not shown in this talk) 
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This is how I made use of additivity to get the contributions to the individual 

shielding tensor components 
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Impose the condition that the chemical potential of Xe in the overhead bulk gas 
is the same as the chemical potential of Xe in the adsorbed phase ( decide to 
create, destroy, displace Xe atoms, accordingly) 
Choose a B0 direction, taking steps of equal probability in  space 
Sum tensor components along the B0 direction from each Xe-O (or other 
channel atom) pair, and from each Xe-Xe pair. 
This approach came very handy when John Ripmeester asked me at the 
second XeMAT conference (in France, 2003) if I wanted to collaborate on some 
Xe work they were doing in biological systems. In particular he said they were 
going to put Xe into two related dipeptide crystals: alanine valine and valyl 
alanine. Like myself, John liked to work with simple well-defined physical 
systems, where interpretation of results is possible. I said yes, of course. As 
soon as I got back from the XeMAT my graduate student Devin Sears 
downloaded the pdb files for these two dipeptide crystals so we could look at 
the structure that would be receiving the Xe atoms.  
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Can we use our ab initio Xe-CH4 shielding tensor surface? After all, it appears 

that the Xe comes in contact only with the CH3 side chains. Like the Xe-

clathrate, we had gazillion points calculated for the ab initio tensor surface for 

Xe approaching CH4 molecule; thesevalues we could write in mathematical 

form in terms of Xe-C and Xe-H dimer tensor contributions. 
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We finished the Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulations and sent the results 

via e-mail to Ripmeester and co-workers, to which they replied, “we have just 

done the experiments and these are our results” by return e-mail. Both our 

groups were very pleased with the agreement and we published this in PNAS.  



Another nanochannel which has been explored by Xe atom is the tris(o-

phenylenedioxy)cyclotriphosphazene (TPP) crystal, with the periodic structure 

on the right. We carried out the ab initio calculations of Xe shielding in the 

presence of a suitable molecular fragment model system. 
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The Xe shielding surfaces in the model channel of 2 trimers consists of a 

mathematical surface fitted to a very large number of quantum calculations with 

Xe in various positions within the model channel.  
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Here we have our calculated Xe lineshapes which we obtained using the 

procedure we developed in doing the dipeptide nanochannels, compared with 

the experimental spectra obtained using hyperpolarized Xe. 
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Alex Pines and his group had been working with David Wemmer on developing 

a Xe biosensor which takes advantage of the intrinsically large range of Xe 

atom chemical shifts. An important question is: What is the mechanism of the 

sensing action? 
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We could not do ab initio calculations on the full biosensor at the time, but we 

decided to try and understand the magnitudes of the Xe chemical shifts in the 

cryptophane cages themselves. We did quantum calculations on Xe in the 

presence of half the cryptophane-A cage, mapping out the shielding surface by 

fitting to this mathematical function, which takes into account the different types 

of atomic  and group sites that contribute to Xe intermolecular shielding. 
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By doing canonical Monte Carlo averaging of shielding for Xe in positions within 

the cage, using THE SAME mathematical shielding surface and THE SAME 

potential functions for Xe-site interactions for ALL these cages, we find that we 

can reproduce the relative Xe chemical shifts quite well for the series of 4 

cages. 
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We also carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in which we permit 

the cage to undergo classical dynamic motions using a force field in the 

presence of a large protein. When we do the canonical average for Xe in the 

cryptophane-A cage using instantaneous (deformed) cage configurations pulled 

from the MD simulations, we find that we can explain the direction of the shift, 

that is, we have discovered the mechanism for the sensing action. Any 

deformation of a symmetrical quasi-spherical cage like cryptophane-A 

necessarily leads to a reduction in the internal volume of the cage. The closer 

the cage is to the large protein, the greater the deformations resulting from 

bumping into the protein. Therefore, we predicted in 2003: the shorter the 

tether, the larger will be the Xe chemical shift upon binding (relative to the free 

sensor in solution). In the limit of the very long tether, the Xe chemical shift 

upon binding  goes to zero.  
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Since the biosensor syntheses are very involved, it took several years before 

the experimentalists could investigate the dependence of the Xe chemical shift 

on the tether length. Eventually, in 2005, they found agreement with our 

predictions, thereby verifying the mechanism for the sensing action that we 

proposed. 
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Other groups have since adapted the Pines-Wemmer work and synthesized 

similar biosensors. Their findings in 2009 also verify our predictions.  
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We would not have ventured into chirality without Bob Harris, the chirality guru. 

We started from bare bones: an electron on a helical line, Xe in a helix of Ne 

atoms, and made chiral fields with helix of point charges in order to see how 

well can Xe shielding respond to these chiral fields. Eventually, we wanted to 

understand the direction and order of magnitude of the diastereomeric shifts 

observed by the Alex Pines group, one example is shown here. Since the cage 

is chiral and a racemic mixture of left- and right-handed cages are used in 

making the biosensor, the attachment of left-handed functional groups creates a 

diastereomeric pair.  Signals from both are observed but the assignment of the 

Xe chemical shifts to LL and RL respectively is not possible without actually 

doing the synthesis with a cage of pure known absolute chirality. We decided to 

try and do the assignments theoretically. The exercises with simple Ne helices 

etc. were necessary to make sure that we can believe the results that we will 

get with the complex system, based on the deep understanding possible from 

the results in the simple model systems.  
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It is easier to use a cage of only one chirality (left-handed, say) and investigate 

the effects of left-handed tether versus a right-handed tether on this cage. The 

way in which a left-handed tether drapes itself over the left-handed cage is 

different from the way a right-handed tether configures itself in the immediate 

vicinity of the cage. Therefore, the MD simulation provides us with two different 

atomic configurations for the diastereomers.  
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The quantum mechanical calculations of Xe shielding is done in the presence of 

all the electrons of Xe, all the electrons of a whole cryptophane-A cage, with the 

equilibrium tether atomic configuration exerting its chiral field as represented by 

point charges.   
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Using a single-position for Xe (a typical one inside the cage), we do the one-

point calculation for the Ll and the Lr diastereomers. 
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Thus, we are able to assign which member of the diastereomeric set gives 

which Xe chemical shift. 
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We have done these calculations even for the case of two chiral centers on the 

tether, and find that one chiral center (the one farther out from the cage) exerts 

a weaker chiral influence on the Xe shielding.  
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Finally we can assign all four observed peaks absolutely. 
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Thank you for your attention. I thank NSF which has supported my research 

over the entire period of my career. I include here only those individuals whose 

work I mentioned in this talk: Keith Jameson, my partner in crime who took part 

in ALL of the EXPERIMENTS in my lab; Hyung-Mi Lim did the ab initio 

calculations of rare gas in zeolite fragments and the GCMC simulations of Xe 

and of Xe-Kr, Xe-Ar in NaA; Rex Gerald did the experiments and analysis of 

spectra of Xe in zeolite NaA; Angel de Dios did all the ab initio calculations of Ar 

intermolecular shielding surfaces, and intramolecular shielding surfaces, and 

much much more; Devin Sears did all the work on cryptophanes and everything 

I mentioned involving MD, diastereomers, lineshape calculations in dipeptide 

channels and TPP.  Jörg Osten worked on isotope effects on shifts and J 

coupling. Dirk Stueber did the Xe in clathrate hydrates calculations. 
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